Event 34800-12392 Specifications

**Line 1:**

*ONE (1) EACH G7077BA 5977B INERT PLUS MAD TURBO BUNDLE W/EXTRACTOR EI SOURCE SYSTEM (SOFTWARE, PC AND MONITOR), AND ADDITIONAL G1710FA DATA LICENSE.

SHIP TO USA

ADD CHEMSTATION DA W/CS FAM

GC/MSD INERTPLUS EI FOR 8890 GC

ADD LASER PRINTER

INSTALLATION

FAMILIARIZATION AT INSTALLATION (44L)

ONE (1) YEAR SW UPDATE/PHONE ASSIST (44W)

*ONE (1) EACH G3540A AGILENT 8890GC SYSTEM CUSTOM

WITH THE FOLLOWING CONFIGURATION:

QTY HE CONS MOD (303):1

COUNTRY OF ORGIN US

8890 100PSI SPLIT/SPLITLESS INLET ACCY

8890 100PSI SPLIT/SPLITLESS INLET ACCY

MSD INTERFACE

8890 FID ACCY OPTIMIZED FOR CAPILLARY

REVERSE DECTOR POSITIONS

HELUM CONSERVATION MODULE

FACTORY PLUMBING FOR QUICK INSTALLATION

EXHAUST DEFLECTOR AAY

INSTALLATION

FAMILIARIZATION AT INSTALLATION (44L)

*TWO (2) EACH G4513A 7693A AUTOINJECTOR INCLUDES TRANSFER TURRET, 16-SAMPLE TURRET, MOUNTING POST, PARKING POST FOR GC. 10UL SYRINGE, AND SOLVENT BOTTLES

INSTALLATION
*ONE (1) EACH G4514A 7693 TRAY, 150 VIAL INCLUDES THREE (REMOVABLE) INSTALLATION

*ONE (1) EACH G3397B ION GAUGE KIT FOR 5977 MSD.
INSTALLATION

*ONE (1) EACH G2591C SPARE EXTRACTOR ION SOURCE ASSY (XTR) FOR 5977 MSD

**Line 2:**

THREE (3) EACH G4513A 7693A AUTOINJECTOR TRANSFER TURRET, 16 SAMPLE TURRET, MOUNTING POST FOR GC. 10UL SYRINGE, AND SOLVENT BOTTLES
INSTALLATION
INTRODUCTION (44L)

**Line 3:**

ONE (1) EACH G4514A 7693 TRAY, 150 VIAL INCLUDES THREE (3) REMOVABLE INSTALLATION

**Line 4:**

Shipping/Freight to be used with Asset Purchases, Generic Item